Sustainable Essex Alliance Energy Aggregation Program FAQs
What do I have to do?

Residents do not have to take any action. The transition from Energy Harbor, LLC back to the
PSE&G tariff in September 2022 will be seamless.
PSE&G has sent notices to residents informing them that service with Energy Harbor, LLC would
be ending on the date of your September 2022 meter read date. Effective on your September meter
read, PSE&G will resume as your power supplier. Starting with your October PSE&G bill, you will
see that Energy Harbor power supply charges are replaced with a line item for PSE&G ‘Basic
Generation Service’ power supply.
What if I’m on an equal-payment plan?

For those who have had a budget billing (equal payment) plan with Energy Harbor, the October
2022 PSE&G bill will include a final adjustment of your budget payments with Energy Harbor.
This adjustment will be a credit if your total budget payments have been greater than the charges
for actual electricity consumed during the past 17 months. Alternatively, this adjustment will be a
charge if your budget payments have totaled to less than actual charges for electricity consumed
during the past 17 months.
When will I be able to re-register for this energy aggregation program?

If the SEAEPC awards a new contract for another round of the SEA program, the new contract
will most likely start in early- to mid-2023. In that event, eligible residents (i.e., all PSE&G
customers other than those with their own solar generating system or their own third-party supply
contract), will be made aware of the details of the new contract. Thereafter, residents would have
the choice of opting out of the new program if they do not wish to participate or opting into a
100% renewable content option if one is offered.
In the meantime, will I be receiving renewable content from PSE&G?

The law mandates that PSE&G must provide a certain percentage of its supply from renewable
sources — and must increase that percentage — each year. The current mandate is for 25%
renewable content. By 2023, 38% of its supply will be from renewable content, increasing to 53%
by 2027. In the meantime, the SEA will strive to stay above this percentage in the next round.
I have specific questions, who should I contact?

Feel free reach out to SEAEPC energy consultant Gabel Associates at
SEA-info@gabelassociates.com.
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